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Abstract
Nowadays, a challenge for the “Internet of Things” (IoT) world is represented by the necessity
of facing very complex and interactive tasks, such that IoT devices have to be equipped with
hardware having very powerful capabilities. All this becomes particularly critical in presence of
small and low-cost IoT devices. A way to deal with such problems is represented by the possible
virtualization of the IoT environments over the cloud, the so called Cloud-of-Things (CoT), and
then to associate each device with one or more software agents working in the Cloud environment. Moreover, the convergence of these technologies allows IoT devices to take significant
benefits also by the social attitude of software agents to interact and cooperate. In this context,
based on Machine-to-Machine (M2M) interactions, the choice of the partner for cooperating is
a sensitive question, particularly in open and heterogeneous environments. If an agent does not
hold suitable information to carry out a reliable choice then, similarly to real communities, it can
ask information to other agents it considers as trustworthy. In this context, agents cooperation
must be supported by a proper trust model which helps to select potential partners. This process
can be further improved by partitioning the agents in different groups based on trust relationships.
This way, each agent has the possibility to prefer the interactions with the agents belonging to
its group that are, from its viewpoint, the most reliable for avoiding malicious behaviours and
threats of different nature. To this purpose, we designed an algorithm, named CoTAG (CoT
Agent Grouping algorithm), to form agent groups on the basis of information about reliability
and reputation collected by the agents. To verify the efficiency and effectiveness of this algorithm, we carried out some experimentations in a simulated scenario. The results confirm the
potential advantages deriving by the adoption of our proposal.
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1. Introduction
In 1999 Kevin Ashton prophetically foresaw the “Internet of Things” age [1] that is connecting people and physical objects over Internet, on a massive scale1 in an interactive manner.
Internet of Things (IoT) realizes multi-dimensional and context-aware smart environments2 for
every aspect of our everyday-life [4]. In general, IoT can be assumed as a global network infrastructure composed by heterogeneous cooperating smart objects able to sense, reason, collaborate
and act in real time upon the environment by using a wide range of different sensory, communication, networking and information technologies [5, 6] and capable of social interactions [7, 8].
Nowadays, a challenge for the IoT world is represented by the necessity of facing complex interactive tasks and, consequently, increasing hardware and power capabilities are required to IoT
devices. This issue becomes particularly critical in presence of small and low-cost IoT devices.
Therefore, given IoT potentialities, Information and Communications Technology (ICT) industries and important standard organizations are supporting IoT technical, social, and economical
challenges by developing both new technologies and standards [9] to manage the complexity
placed by the IoT world at best.
At the same time, Cloud Computing (CC) has emerged as a successful Internet information
technology addressed to share ubiquitous, reliable, configurable and highly scalable services [10,
11], a mainstream in processing and storing data to form knowledge ubiquitously accessible
in distributed environments and in an interoperable fashion [12]. In this scenario IoT and CC
converged to realize the so called Cloud-of-Things [13, 14] (CoT). Such a tighter integration
is strategically motived from the necessity to support, in a scalable way, the computational and
storing requirements [15] coming by an overwhelming number of ubiquitous, heterogeneous
and often small and low-cost IoT devices for discovering, composing or making available new
services. Moreover, the virtualization of more IoT environments over a unique CC also makes
easier to support mobile devices in their nomadic activities [16].
In particular, associating IoT devices with software agents, working on their behalf in the
Cloud [17, 18], can provide several different benefits: first of all, software agents are able to
manage complex tasks independently from the IoT hardware and power capabilities; secondly,
the convergence of these technologies allows IoT devices to take significant benefits also by
the social attitude of software agents to interact and cooperate, very useful in engaging IoT challenges. In other words, the level of “satisfaction” in the M2M (Machine-to-Machine) interactions
occurring among devices in the composition of CoT services is highly influenced by the choice of
the “partner” for cooperating [19], particularly in open and heterogeneous environments. Therefore, when an agent has not suitable information to choose a reliable partner then, similarly to
real communities, it can ask information to other agents it considers as trustworthy. As a result,
agent cooperation can be promoted by supporting agents with reliable recommendations about
their potential partners [20]. To this purpose, the intuition underlying our proposal is that of
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In our context, an object (i.e., a thing) is a physical (or virtual) entity that throughout its lifetime is precisely
traceable in space and time, sustainable, enhanceable and uniquely identifiable [2].
2
A smart environment is characterized by the capability of acquiring knowledge about itself and its inhabitants
so as to adapt itself to their needs and behaviors [3]
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supporting this process by encouraging agents to form groups of reliable recommenders.
In fact, software agents (in the interest of their associated devices) can form complex social structures, as agent groups, on the basis of some type of social relationships among the
group members [21, 22]. Given their relevance in real and virtual communities, the dynamics
underlying formation, evolution and roles of social groups have been widely investigated in the
literature [23, 24, 25, 26]. In this context, a common viewpoint considers that groups should be
formed on the basis of both structural and semantic similarities (representing commonalities of
relations, interests and preferences) [27]. Due to the high heterogeneity of devices, a similarity
approach could be not applicable at all the devices and, therefore, different criteria have to be
adopted. We observe that an important property considered in forming groups within a community is a high level of mutual trustworthiness among the group members. This is particularly
important in promoting agents mutual collaboration based on their mutual trust [28]. Therefore,
we consider the trust-based processes devoted to form agent groups of reliable recommenders
over a CoT context as worthy of investigation because, potentially, such groups can significantly
improve the devices activities.
1.1. The scenario
Basing on the premise above introduced, we consider a CoT environment where devices, heterogeneous for characteristics and/or goals, consume/produce services and/or extract/exchange
knowledge by exploiting the assistance, over the cloud, of personal software agents. More formally, let us denote with A the set of software agents, associated to IoT devices; these agents,
as already discussed, live in the Cloud. For sake of simplicity, the set of agents and their relationships are represented by means of a graph G = ⟨N, L⟩, where N represents the set of nodes
belonging to G and each node n ∈ N is associated with a unique agent a ∈ A, while L is the set
of oriented links where each link l ∈ L represents a relationship occurring between two agents.
Since each IoT device and its associated agent are identified in an univocal manner, from this
point we assume that the single device and its associated agent a ∈ A are the same entity.
With respect to the agent group membership, we consider that the agents are free of belonging
to one or more groups, as well as to leave a group on the basis of their convenience. At the
same time, we assume that each group is coordinated by an agent group administrator that, to
maximize the effectiveness of the group itself, can contact other devices (i.e., agents) to join with
or to remove from the group those agents resulted ineffective.
To reach their goals, the consumer agents can exploit some data services (s) made available
by other agents only for payment. Note that each agent can be a consumer or a provider of services3 . In requiring a service to a provider, an agent might take benefit from its past experiences,
but if they are not sufficient to perform a good choice it can also require the opinions of other
agents [29].
More formally, we assume that the generic agent ai has not a suitable direct past experience
about a provider agent aj , it can ask a recommendation rec ∈ [0, 1] ⊆ R, where R is the set of
3

In presence of an agent performing both the roles (i.e., a prosumer) by acting as provider for some services and
consumers for other services, we consider these activities as disjointed.
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real numbers, to another agent ar . If ar belongs to the same group of ai this recommendation
is provided for free, otherwise a fee has to be paid from aj to ar after the recommendation was
provided4 . This mechanism implies that, on the basis of trust measures, groups are interested
in accepting those agents having a high reliability and helpfulness; at the same time agents are
interested to be affiliated with those groups formed by agents with a high reliability and helpfulness. However, remember that all the services are provided only for payment, differently from
the recommendations that could be provided also for free; in this way, the proposed scenario has
a competitive nature.
In this context, to evaluate the helpfulness of an agent we consider the effectiveness of its
recommendations, while trivially that of a group is the average of the helpfulness of its members.
In particular, ai assigns a feedback fi,r ∈ [0, 1] ⊆ R to each agent recommended by ar that it
used, where fi,r = 1 means that it perceived the maximum level of satisfaction and, vice versa,
fi,r = 0 will mean a null satisfaction for it. The difference between the feedback fi,r and the
corresponding recommendation reci,r , in absolute value, provides a measure of the helpfulness
of this recommendation; the average of the measures provided by ar represents its helpfulness.
1.2. Our contributions
With respect to the scenario above described, our first contribution consists of exploiting trust
measures to model a distributed group formation process aimed to maximize from one hand the
benefits of an agent to join with a group and, from the other hand, that of a group in accepting
a new member. To this aim, we designed a distributed algorithm, named CoT Agent Grouping
(CoTAG) matching devices and groups to improve individual and global satisfaction5 into the
CoT on the basis of trust measures taking into account the agent helpfulness in providing useful
recommendations.
In computing trust measures once the direct experience (i.e., the reliability) of an agent is inadequate to trust another agent then also the opinions coming from other agents can be exploited
to build their reputation. However, in similar contexts, when it is required to calculate the reputation of an agent often a global approach (i.e., global reputation) is adopted by asking an opinion
at all the agents belonging to A. We observe that in huge communities, as well as in large groups,
this approach is unfeasible also because an agent ai usually interacted with a limited number of
other agents so that the most part of the population of A is unreferenced with respect to their
trustworthiness as it is perceived by ai . Differently, the past interactions of ai can provide it of
the necessary experience to trust its counterparts on the basis of their perceived helpfulness. We
name entourage the set of trusted agent counterparts (i.e., friends) of ai and identify it with Ei .
In this respect, in place of the global reputation we adopt a local reputation [30] approach
based only on the opinions coming from the friends of an agent. Indeed, similarly to real user
communities, when a user is lack of experience to reach a reliable decision then usually he/she
4

To assure the competitiveness, each agent can satisfy at most Y requests of recommendation for payment.
Note that, based on the social capital theory [21, 22], in a competitive context the main interest should be in
improving the social capital of the groups (in other words, groups will be tend to be homogeneous with respect to
the agent skills so that groups will tend to be also very different among them under this viewpoint); conversely, in a
not competitive context the main goal should be that of improving the social capital of all the community.
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will require an opinion to his/her friends. Only if these opinions are not sufficiently representative
then he/she will ask an opinion also to the friends of friends and so on The benefits deriving
by the adoption of a local reputation are particularly important in a CoT context and consist
of i) avoiding heavy computational tasks and communication overloads to collect opinions and
evaluate the trustworthiness of their sources and, at the same time, ii) increasing the system
reactivity because only a little share of A is involved in this process.
As a consequence, each agent ai has to maintain the information about two sets, the first one
is the set Ei of trusted agents belonging to its entourage, useful in the group formation process,
such that Ei ⊆ A. The other set stores
∪ the information about the groups Hi = {gi1 , . . . , gik }
which ai is affiliated with6 such that gi ⊆ A. Note that Ei and/or Gi could be empty as, for
instance, for a newcomer agent.
As a second contribution, we also deal with the modality to combine trust values to take
a decision about accepting or refusing an affiliation request to a group. To this aim, different
techniques have been proposed in the literature but all of them diverge from similar processes
having place in human societies, which mainly consist of some form of voting that is one of
the most important forms to allow democratic choices in a community [31]. However, risks of
manipulation are intrinsic in the voting itself, for example due to strategic voting [32], and a
great attention is commonly given to ensure the correctness of the voting results. In this context,
we propose to form groups in a simple way by adopting a voting mechanism, where each vote is
represented by a trust value obtained by a suitable combination of reliability and local reputation.
The distributed algorithm for group formation we will describe in Section 4 is designed to
lead the agents community to a configuration of groups with a high level of mutual trust among its
members. Moreover, some experiments we will present in Section 5 highlight some interesting
aspects related to the algorithm behavior. Indeed, if a few design parameters are properly set,
our algorithm will drive a group formation by ruling out very quickly the unreliable agents from
the groups. It is also interesting the observation that a different choice would be suitable to allow
a few untrusted agents to continue to join with some groups, thus to obtain advantages from the
services of the trusted agents within the group.
Finally, to verify efficiency and effectiveness of this algorithm, we carried out some experimentations, in a simulated agent CoT scenario, which confirmed the potential advantages
deriving by the adoption of our proposal.
1.3. The plan of the paper
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an overview on the related
literature. Section 3 describes the adopted local trust model and voting mechanism, while Section 4 presents the CoTAG algorithm to form groups. The experimental results are presented in
Section 5 and in Section 6 some conclusions are drawn.
6
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2. Related Work
An important issue in open, competitive and distributed scenarios is to provide to involved
actors a comfortable environment where realizing own activities. In this respect, it is important to
limit the vulnerability with respect to a large number of potential threats, mainly due to malicious
and/or disliked behaviors [33, 34].
To this purpose, two different and complementary approaches, namely cryptographic techniques and trust systems, can be exploited. The former is effective in fulfilling privacy and
authentication issues or, in other words, against outside attacks, while trust systems excel in improving benefits or mitigate risks for unreliable partners [35] independently if they are human,
objects or virtual entities [36]. Unfortunately, computational and storage capabilities, as well as
power consumption, can make the adoption of cryptographic techniques unfeasible for a wide
number of CoT devices [37].
Given its interdisciplinary nature, trust has been widely investigated within the literature by
means of an overwhelming amount of analysis, models and architectures intersecting many areas
like computer science [38], sociology [39], economy [40] and so on7 . From a practical point of
view, trust affects almost every decisional process and social interaction involving both human
and virtual activities [47, 48].
More in general, in real and virtual communities, several approaches based on a trust criterion
deal with the problem of suggesting i) to a group if accepting a candidate for the affiliation
or ii) to a member of a community the groups which are the most suitable for joining with.
These problems are more known, respectively, as group recommendation and group affiliation
problems. Recently, the relevance of trust in profitably support group formation processes has
been verified in [24, 26], where trust measures have allowed to form groups more stable over
time with respect to those groups formed without to consider trust. As an example, in [49] a
trust-based agreement procedure is adopted in a P2P system to form groups on the basis of the
agent trustworthiness. This because the expectations to be engaged in satisfactory interactions
is higher among the members of trust-formed groups and a group receives more benefits when
trusted relationships occur among its members.
To compute trust in social communities, the most important factors to consider are the informative sources [50], the aggregation rules [51] and the modalities for inferring trust [52], but
also if trust is computed in a local or a global way and by means of a centralized or a distributed
approach. Some studies found that the accuracy of local trust is greater when a personal viewpoint is used [53], while the computational cost tightly depends by the horizon depth [54]. The
predominance of local trust is particularly true in large communities where each actor usually
interacts with a narrowest share of the community so that the most part of it is unknown and
unreferenced like their opinions. For instance, in [55] the most accurate results are obtained in
inferring trust values on the shorter paths (i.e., those paths more closed to the trustor).
7

For such a reason, an overall contextualization of this paper within these backgrounds is beyond our aims so
that, in this section, the examined approaches are those that, to the best of our knowledge, come closer to the matter
presented in this paper. The interested reader might refer to a considerable number of surveys that investigated on
the state-of-the-art, among which [41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46].
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In social contexts, trust processes occurring in a community are usually represented by a
graph, named trust network, where nodes represent the members and oriented edges represent
trust relationships (usually sparse). Different techniques use the topological properties of the
trust networks as, for example, in [56] a variant of the Breadth First Search is adopted to gather
the reputation scores and, by using a voting, to compute an updated reputation rate for each user,
while in [57] updated trust scores are propagated only by using fixed length paths.
Local trust approaches are adopted by the TidalTrust [55], the MoleTrust [58] and the TrustWalker [59] algorithms. The first one states that the most accurate trust predictions derive from
the closer neighbors, although part of the neighboring could be ignored if the trust network is
too sparse. A backward exploration by fixing a maximum depth in the search-tree of the trust
network is exploited by MoleTrust to calculate trust scores. In particular, the trust score at depth
x is computed only by using the trust scores at depth x − 1. The last algorithm is aimed to suggest items and, to avoid precision loss due to data sparsity, considers ratings for the target and
the similar items basing on (i) a random walk on the trust network by limiting the search depth
and (ii) a probabilistic approach to select items by giving preference to the closer raters and to
the items comparable with the target.
Another characteristic of our proposal is that of adopting a voting to reach a decision within
a group. Voting mechanisms [60, 61], in human and virtual communities, optimize the social
utility [62] and avoid conflicts [63] by giving equal dignity to different interests and opinions.
However, in huge communities a global voting could be difficult, or unfeasible, to realize and in
these cases a local voting might represent the best alternative [64]. Unfortunately, any “ideal”
global or local voting procedure exists because all of them can be affected by manipulation, like
strategic vote [65]. This aspect is very critical for software agent communities, indeed agents
can efficiently and effectively examine manifold manipulation opportunities [66, 67, 68], but this
problem is assumed as orthogonal with respect to the focus of our proposal where trust drives
voting.
Trust and voting processes are different for characteristics and adopted models, although
conceptually they are rather similar. Indeed, like a bet, a voter (i.e., a trustor) places own expectations (independently from a social or selfish nature) on the voted (i.e., on the trustee) to
receive individual, or collective, benefits [69] by one or more future events or behaviors [70].
Furthermore, in a similar way, local trust and local voting fit with real or virtual communities
denoted, from one hand, by a great population and, from the other hand, by poor communication
infrastructure or, for some IoT devices, by computational and storage constraints. For instance,
in [71] a local trust-based voting is implemented, in a mobile wireless scenario, to accept or not
a node in a transmission path basing on its trustworthiness as perceived by the other nodes. The
actual trust of a node is propagated by mutual acquaintance on an oriented trust network (including only those nodes placed at one hop of distance) by combining its neighbors’ confidence
values considered as trust measures. As a consequence, a node will be trusted/distrusted by using
a voting scheme on a local network. In [72] a group affiliation procedure adopts a democratic
voting procedure where each vote is driven by trust built on the basis of a local trust-engine.
Furthermore, in [73] it is proposed a framework to discovery faulting sensors by using their
trustworthiness, identified by a value named SensorRank, modeled by a Markov chain on the
sensor network. This value is used in a network voting scheme, named TrustVoting, where each
7

vote implicitly represents the number of references of a node (coming from its neighboring) supporting its opinions. The voting procedure considers a locality criterion by weighting the votes
in an inversely proportional way to their distance from the target node on the sensor network.
Similarly, SocialTrust [74] is a framework to realize users’ social trust groups by adopting a relationship model, where the size of each group can range from the direct user’s neighboring, plus
the neighbors of his/her neighbors, and so on. By limiting the radius it is possible to limit the
impact of malicious users. In SocialTrust each user rates each other user he/she interacted and
converts such rates in a vote (e.g., good or bad). Three possible voting mechanisms, at increasing
levels of security and resilience, are made available.
Finally, we present some proposals of trust systems appositively conceived for IoT and CC
contexts8 . Indeed, in recent years, researchers have begun to give attention to the peculiarities
of these environments by developing specific techniques and strategies [37, 75, 76, 77, 78]. For
instance, the proposal presented in [79] assumes that two interacting IoT devices can mutually
trust the other and propagating, with a word of mouth mechanism, their trust evaluations about
the other nodes, like suggestions. In [80] a social IoT scenario behavioral information are used
to limit malicious behaviors by using a subjective trust system where each node evaluates the
trustworthiness of its friend nodes by considering the direct experiences and the opinion of the
common friends. In the same social context, Chen et al. proposed in [81] a trust system to take
into account the dynamic evolution of social relationships by conceiving a trust-based service
management able to adapt itself to the unavoidable trust fluctuations. In [82] it is assumed that
the IoT devices identities are unknown in advance, so that trust among two devices is based
on the past direct interactions. The devices privilege to exchange services and resources with
devices they already trusted and, in such way, reinforcing such relationships.
In the CC area, different authors have dealt with the problem of choosing a trustworthy CC
provider without to rely only on the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) which, for instance,
could be not consistent. For example, i) in [83] a multi-faceted Trust Management system for
a CC marketplace is proposed for evaluating the CC providers trustworthiness in terms of more
attributes (e.g., security, performance, compliance) assessed by different sources and trust information, while ii) in [84] is designed a trust management architecture for CC marketplaces
capable to support customers in identifying trustworthy CC providers by verifying suspicious
feedbacks arising by system and social threats. CC federation are considered in [29], where a
fully decentralized trust-based model for large-scale federations is designed to allow any node to
find the most suitable collaborators in an efficient way, avoiding exploration of the whole node
space. More specifically, the nodes of a federation are organized in an overlay network on the
basis of suitable criteria, by also including trustworthiness, to identify a suitable set of candidate
nodes.
8
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independent from a functional viewpoint.
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3. The Trust Model
In this section, we describe the trust model which supports the group formation procedure
discussed in section 4.
3.1. The Local Trust model
The local trust is a measure which takes into account reliability, local reputation, and helpfulness. All the three measures range in the real interval [0, 1], where 0/1 represents their minimum/maximum values. We assume that trust relationships represent a network, i.e. a graph
on which a directed edge between two nodes (i.e., agents) represents the level of trust that an
agent has in another agent. In this context, the ego-network of an agent ai ∈ A is represented
by the sub-graph Ei ⊆ G, formed by those nodes (i.e., agents) connected to ai by oriented paths
included in a fixed horizon. For example, Figure 1-A represents a small virtual community of
eight agents, and Figure 1-B represents the ego-networks of the agent a including all the nodes
of the virtual community for which a path to a there exists. In particular, while some agents are
directly connected to the agent a by a path of length 1 (red colored links), some other agents are
indirectly connected to a by a path of length 2 (blue colored links).
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Figure 1: A) - An example of virtual community; B) - The ego-networks of the agent a connected by paths formed
by 1 link (e.g., all the agent connected to a by red links) and by 2 links (e.g., all the agents connected to a by red
and blue links).

For a pair of generic nodes i, j ∈ G (i.e., the associate agents ai and aj ), the local trust that i
has about j (i.e., τi,j ) is defined as a combination of the reliability ρi,j and the local reputation,
denoted as σi,j .
The reliability ρij represents a measure about the confidence that the agent ai has about the
capability, at a certain time, of the agent aj of providing good suggestions. By observing that trust
is an asymmetric measure since, generally, ρi,j ̸= ρj,i , the measure ρij is computed by averaging
all the q feedbacks fi,j ∈ [0, 1] ∈ R that ai assigned to aj at the end of the q interactions carried
out with it. More formally:
q
1 ∑ k
(1)
f
ρi,j = ·
q k=1 i,j
The local reputation σi,j measures how much, on average, the agents belonging to the egonetwork of ai (i.e., Ei ), estimate the capability of aj of having good interactions. To this purpose,
9

let recr,j ∈ [0, 1] be the recommendation provided by an agent ar about another agent aj and let
ϵi,r ∈ [0, 1] be the (average) helpfulness of this agent ar (in providing reliable suggestions) as it is
perceived by the agent ai on the basis of its experience, represented by the feedbacks it released
after having interacted with the agent recommended by ar (obviously, if any recommendation
was provided by ar to ai , then the helpfulness of ar perceived by ai will be null, i.e. ϵi,r = 0).
Therefore, by considering that, at a certain time, the agent ar provided m recommendations to ai
about other agents, the helpfulness ϵi,r of ar perceived by ai is computed, with respect to all the
accepted suggestions coming by ar , as:
ϵi,r

m
1 ∑
=
·
|fs − recs |
m s=1

(2)

We define a second weight denoted as ω which considers the distance between ai and the
recommender agent ar belonging to the ego-network Ei , in order to give less importance to those
recommender agents which are more “far” from ai . Now, let b
l(i,r) be the shortest path between
ai and the generic recommender agent ar , then ωi,r is computed as:
b

ωi,r = 2−( l(i,r) −1)

(3)

Therefore, by assuming that ai is able to exploit a number p of recommenders in its egonetwork to receive recommendations about aj , then σi,j is calculated as:
σi,j

p
)
1 ∑(
= ·
ϵi,r · ωi,r · recr,j
p r=1

(4)

Finally, we can compute the trust measure that an agent ai has about an agent aj by combining
reliability and local reputation (which also takes into account the helpfulness) as:
τi,j = αi · ρi,j + (1 − αi ) · βi,j · σi,j

(5)

where α and β are two parameters ranging in [0, 1] ∈ R. The parameter α simply weights
reliability and local reputation for giving more or less relevance to one or other. The parameter β
is computed as βi,j = p/∥Ei (x)∥ and takes into account the dependability of σi,j on the number
of p nodes belonging to Ei that contributed to compute σi,j (this because if the number of these
nodes is too small then ai will not receive a sufficient amount of information about aj from its
ego-network and the local reputation measure loses of relevance). Furthermore, note that to tune
the local reputation, in Equation 5 the agent opinions are weighted by using these two parameters
because, as highlighted in [42], the capability to provide reliable opinions is unrelated to other
aspects. Moreover, note that in presence of a newcomer agent then suitable “cold start” values
of reliability, reputation and helpfulness are adopted.
The “trustworthiness” of a group g, as perceived by ai (i.e. τi,g ), can be determined by simply
averaging all the trust measures computed by ai for all the agents belonging to g. Similarly, the
“trustworthiness” of an agent ai , as perceived by a group g (i.e. τg,i ), can be determined by
simply averaging all the trust measures about ai computed by all the agents belonging to g.
10

3.2. The Voting Mechanism
In this section we introduce a simple voting mechanism [85], which is based on the local trust
measure defined in the previous section 3.1.
Each time a decision about a new membership with a group g has to be taken, all the agents
belonging to g will express a preference
(i.e., a vote) v ∈ {0, 1} to accept or not this agent into
/
g (e.g., 0/1 means “not accept” “accept”). The vote will depend from i) the local trust measure
that the voter computed about the candidate, also on the basis of the recommendations coming
from its ego-network and ii) a suitable threshold Γg ∈ [0, 1]:

if τ < Γg
 0
v=
(6)

1
if τ ≥ Γg
In the following, we represent the voting process referred to a group g for a potential new
member y by adopting the voting criterion v (e.g., see formula 6), as the output of a function
V (g, v, y). For instance, a reasonable strategy may be that of accepting a requester into a group
only if the majority of the members of g vote for its acceptance.
4. The Distributed CoT Agent Grouping Algorithm
In this section, we describe the distributed CoT Agent Grouping algorithm (shortly CoTAG),
which is designed to maximize the benefits of the single agent to join with a group and, at the
same time, the benefits of a whole group when it decides to accept a new member. The algorithm
consists into two procedures: the former, illustrated in Algorithm 1, is designed to be executed
by each single agent of the CoT environment, while the latter, illustrated in Algorithm 2, is
designed to be executed by each agent that acts as group administrator. As we explain later in
Section 4.1, the aim of Algorithm 1 is to allow each agent of the CoT environment to find the
“best” groups to join with, in terms of average value of trust τi,g , where g denotes the generic
group. Conversely, as we explain later in Section 4.2, the aim of Algorithm 2 is to allow every
group administrator to evaluate the possible joining of a new member with the group itself. Also
in this case, the evaluation is based on the mutual trust among members of the group and the
potential new member.
The reader may also refer Table 1 for the symbols used in the description of the CoTAG
procedures, explained in sections 4.1 and 4.2.
4.1. CoTAG: the procedure executed by every agent.
This procedure is represented by Algorithm 1, where Hi ⊂ Gr is the set of the groups
to which the agent ai is affiliated to and W is a parameter representing the maximum number
of groups that an agent can join with, while M represents the maximum number of groups the
generic agent is capable to analyze. Furthermore, we suppose that the generic agent ai stores
the local trust measure τi,g of each group g ∈ Hi ⊂ Gr contacted in the past and the time t̂g
elapsed from the last computation. Moreover, let πi be a time threshold fixed by the agent ai , and
θi ∈ [0, 1] a threshold on the trust value between the agent ai and the generic group g ∈ Hi . This
11

Table 1: Table of the main symbols

Symbol
A
G
Ei
Gr
Hi
Kg
M
W
R
Sc
V (·)
Y
a
ag
g
t̃
t̂
θ
ϕ
π
τ

Description
set of agents associated to the IoT devices
graph representing the set of agents and their relationships G = ⟨N, L⟩
set of agents belonging to the ego-network of an agent ai , with E ⊆ G
set of all the groups
∪
set of the groups which an agent ai is affiliated, with Hi = gi ⊆ A
set of agents affiliated with a group g
maximum number of new groups the single agent is able to analyze
maximum number of groups that an agent can join with
maximum number of agents belonging to a group
set of candidate groups
voting function
set of groups randomly chosen, with ∥Y ∥ ≤ M
agent
agent administrator of the group g
generic group
time elapsed from the last execution of the CoTAG-A procedure for an agent
time elapsed from the last execution of the CoTAG-B procedure for a group
threshold on the level of trust between an agent and a generic group
time threshold fixed by the agent administrator of a group
time threshold fixed by an agent
trust

procedure is executed by the agent ai to improve its own “configuration” of groups in terms of
overall mutual trust with the related peers.
First of all, values of the local trust τi,g are calculated whenever the values previously stored
are older than the threshold πi (lines 1-3). Then, a set of candidate groups Sc , with ∥Sc ∥ < W ,
is built on the basis of the local trust of the groups, and sorted in decreasing order, based on the
trust values τi,g , while Y is a set of groups randomly chosen and, finally, the set Z is given by
union of Y and H.
As described in the definition of the set Y and Z, the set Sc might contain some groups
already belonging to the existing set Hi , while some others might be new groups that were
selected at random and put into the set Y . Then, based on the groups in the set Sc which are not
in the set Hi , the agent ai will be able to improve the quality of its choices by joining with those
groups. The two loops in lines 6-18 represents the kernel of the procedure, after that Hi = Sc .
4.2. CoTAG: the procedure executed by the agent administrator of every group.
This second procedure is designed to be executed by the administrator of every group in the
CoT environment. It is represented by the pseudocode listed in Algorithm 2. Let Kg ⊂ Gr be
the set of the agents affiliated to the group g, where ∥K∥ ≤ R, being R the maximum number
of agents allowed to be affiliated with the group g, while the set X is the union of the set Kg with
12

Algorithm 1 CoTAG: the procedure executed by each agent ai in the CoT environment
Input:
Hi ⊂ Gr, W, πi , θi ;
∩
Y = {g ∈ G} a set of groups randomly selected : ∥Y ∥ = M ≤ W , Hi Y = { },
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

Z = (Hi

∪

Y)

for g ∈ Z : t̂g > πi do
Compute τi,g by exploiting the agents belonging to g.
end for
m←0
Let be Sc = {g ∈ Z : τi,g ≥ θi }, with ∥Sc ∥ = W
for all g ∈ Sc : g ̸∈ Hi do
send a join request to the agent administrator of g
if g accepts the request then
m ← m+1
end if
end for
for all g ∈ Hi : g ̸∈ Sc do
Sends a leave message to g
m←m−1
if (m==0) then
break
end if
end for

the agent ai candidate to be affiliated with the group g. We assume that the agent administrator
ag of a group g stores the values of the local trust computed by the members of its group for the
agent ai which has sent the request to join with, and the timestamp t̃i of its retrieval. Moreover,
let ϕ a time threshold fixed by the administrator ag .
The procedure performed by the group agent administrator ag is executed by the administrator of the group once an agent, denoted as ai , sends a join request to ag . By lines 1 − 5, the
administrator ag asks to the members of its group the updated local trust values about the agent
ai . At this case, two different situations might occur:
1. the size of X has not reached the maximum R (line 6), then all the agents in g are asked
to provide a personal preference (i.e. a vote). All the preferences are then combined by
means of the function V (·) defined in Section 3.2. Then, agent ai is admitted or not in the
group on the basis of the result of the function V (·).
2. the size of the set X has reached the maximum R. In this case, a simple binary preference,
e.g. that given by the function V (·) will not be enough. Indeed, since the size of the set
X has reached the maximum allowed, if the agent ai is admitted into the group, another
agent has to be rejected from the group. As a consequence, the agents must be associated
to a rank in order to be comparable with its peers. In this case, a natural measure to rank
the agents is the trust of the group vs the agent itself, which is computed as explained in
13

Section 3 (line 16). In particular,
τg,n denotes the current value of trust between the group
∪
g and the agent kn ∈ X {ai }.
While the first scenario is dealt with in lines 6 − 11 of Algorithm 2, the second one is dealt
with into lines 12 − 24.
5. Experiments
In this section we report and discuss the results of a number of experiments aimed at verifying
the effectiveness of the approach. The goal of our experiments is to test whether the CoTAG
algorithm is able to produce a group formation with values of mutual trust within groups that, in
average, are higher than those reached for different composition of groups (e.g. random or based
on services features). To this end, section 5.1 describes the setting used for the experiments,
Section 5.2 presents and discusses the experimental results, while section 5.3 further discusses
the results.
Algorithm 2 CoTAG algorithm: the procedure executed by the administrator of every group g.
Input:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

Kg , R, ai , ϕ, X = Kg

∪
{ai };

for all k ∈ Kg do
if t̃i ≥ ϕ then
ask to k for the updated local trust values about ai
end if
end for
if ∥X∥ < R then
if V (g, v, ai ) == 1 then
Send an accept message to ai
else
Send a reject message to ai
end if
else
for all k ∈ X do
compute τk,ai
end for
∪
Let X ′ = {k1 , k2 , . . . , k∥Kg ∥+1 } with ki ∈ X {ai }, ordered by trust with τg,m ≥ τg,n iff m < n
if X[∥Kg ∥ + 1] == ai then
Send a reject message to ai
else
Send a leave message to the node X[∥Kg ∥ + 1]
Send an accept message to ai
end if
end if
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5.1. Experimental settings
We generated a network of 1000 different agents, assuming that they live in a virtualized
environment provided by the Cloud. We remember that, in our model, each agent represents a
single device living in the CoT environment. Before the simulation, the network is constructed by
randomly generating 1000 trust relationships among agents, in order to build an initial network.
Their values were generated on the basis of the characteristics of the agents of the community,
as specified below. In particular, the ratio between trusted and untrusted agents was set as 0.5,
and the values of trust were generated on the basis of the normal distribution with the parameters
shown in Table 2. In this way, the initial network is very sparse, which is the desired property.
Thereafter, during the simulation, the trust network will grow due to the diffusion of fresh reliability information. Moreover, before the first step of the simulation, all the groups (their number
is indicated as |Gr|) of the system were set by randomly placing the agents into them.
Once the simulation started, at each time step a certain number of interactions among a subset
of the agents was simulated, that will cause the release of feedbacks representing the “quality”
of interactions among agents. Interactions were simulated by setting the expected number of
generated feedbacks per step (see Formula 1), which was sampled by means of the Poisson
distribution with expected value λ = 50 (see Figure 2-a). Values of feedbacks were generated by
means of a normal distribution with different parameters (see Figure 2-b): for unreliable agents
we set mean = 0.2 and stdDev = 0.1 – these are labeled, in Figure 2, LP (Low Performance)
– while the feedback released to the reliable agents we set mean = 0.9 and stdDev = 0.1, the
latter are labeled, in Figure 2, “LP” (High Performance). Finally, the ratio between reliable and
unreliable agents was set as 0.5. The configuration of the remaining parameters is shown into
Table 2.
Then, each step of the simulation was performed as follows:
1. a number of interactions is simulated among agents, where the number of interactions and
feedback values are set as discussed in the previous paragraph;
2. 100 execution of the algorithm are simulated by triggering the agent-side of the CoTAG
algorithm on 100 different agents randomly selected. In particular, each time the request
of an agent to join with a group is simulated, the administrator-side of the algorithm is
executed to decide whether or not to accept the agent itself;
3. a few statistics are computed.
5.2. Results
First of all, we defined the Average Mutual Trust among the components of a group g as
∑∥g∥
AM T g = 1/(2∥g∥) i,j=1 (τi,j + τj,i ). Moreover, we defined the Mean Average Mutual Trust,
i̸=j
∑
for a certain configuration at a certain time-step, as M AM T (Gr) = 1/(∥Gr∥) ∥Gr∥
i=1 AM T gi .
The first set of results is shown in Figure 3-a and 3-b. Collected data span across one hundred
steps of simulation. Both figures report the median value of MAMT measured after each single
step of the simulation for the different values of M = [5÷10]. Figure 3-b reports the first 30 steps
of the simulation, while Figure 3-a reports the results obtained until 100 steps of execution of the
simulations. Figure 3-a shows the slow convergence of the MAMT values –toward its asymptotic
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Figure 2: a) (Left) PDF of generated feedback values; b) (Right) Distribution of the number of per step generated
feedbacks

Table 2: Experimental Settings

Parameter
General
No. of Agents (∥A∥)
No. of Feedbacks per step
Agents Performance (Reliability and trust)
Low Performance (LP)

Setting

High Performance (HP)
Cold start value of trust

Normal Distribution
Fixed

Ratio of reliable/unreliable agents (LP)
Group formation
K (Max no. of agents per group)
M (Max no. of new groups an agent is able to analyze)
∥Gr∥ (No. of groups)
lM ax (Maximum distance of recommenders)
θ (Minimum value of trust for a group to be selected as
candidate for group formation)
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Value

Fixed
Poisson distribution

1000
λ = 50

Normal Distribution

Fixed

mean = 0.9
stdDev = 0.1
mean = 0.2
0.5
stdDev = 0.1
0.5/0.5

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Range
Fixed

20
{5, 10, 15, 20}
50
{1,2}
0.2

0.85

0.8

0.8

0.75

0.75

0.7

0.7
MAMT

MAMT

0.85

0.65
0.6
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0
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Figure 3: a) (Left) MAMT, results until 100 Steps; b) (Right) MAMT, results until 30 Steps

value–when M = 5. Conversely, for M = 6 and, even better M = 7, the convergence is quite
fast. Details can be observed in Figure 3-b (steps 0 − 30 of the simulation) which shows a very
slow increment of the MAMT for M = 5 during the first 30 steps, and a radical change of
behavior for M = 6.
The behavior described above can be explained by the fact that parameter M represents the
number of new groups analyzed by the single agent ai in the execution of Algorithm 1, which
are then mixed with groups already in the set Hi in the new set Sc . Therefore, the higher the
parameter M , the higher the number of new groups analyzed in the algorithm shown in Figure 1,
the higher the probability to join with a new group containing untrusted agents. In this latter
case, the group administrator will accept the trusted agent with high probability (since the trust
τg,i is high with high probability) and will reject the agent showing the worst value of trust. As
a consequence, this process will lead to an increment of the values of MAMT: the untrusted
agents, sooner or later, will leave groups because they are replaced by trusted agents, which is
the desired behavior.
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Figure 4: a) (Left) Five-number summary of MAMT, M = 5; b) (Right) Five-number summary of MAMT M = 10
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Figure 5: a) Five-number summary of MAMT, M = 15; b) (Right) Sum of untrusted agents vs number of steps of
the simulation

To catch more details about the process explained above, we report, in Figure 4, the fivenumber summary of the MAMT values for M = 5 (Figure 4-a) and M = 10 (Figure 4-b). By
these plots we can observe that, for M = 5, the MAMT minimum value and the 1st quartile
are very low. These results are explained by the existence of a few groups that still host one or
more bad agents. Indeed, in the execution of Algorithm 1 (executed by the generic agent ai ) the
groups for which τg,i is under a certain threshold θ, are not included in the set of candidates Sc .
Moreover, the set Sc is sorted by decreasing values of trust τi,g . In particular, in our experiments,
although the threshold θ is quite small (see Table 2), small values of M will lead to the preservation of a few groups with a few bad agents, as a consequence we will find some small values
of AMT. This result is quite evident when M = 5 (Figure 4-a). Conversely, for large values of
M , this behavior is almost negligible (Figure 4-b), although it does not disappear. To this end,
we show the same plot for M = 15 in Figure 5-a on which is clear that, after 20 steps, untrusted
agents are no longer part of any group of ∥Gr∥.
To provide more insight about this result, we traced the composition of the groups, in term
of untrusted/trusted agents, and we calculated the sum of the untrusted agents in all the groups at
the simulation steps that are multiple of 10 {0, 10, . . . , 100}, and the different values of M in the
set {5, 10, 15}. we report the related plot in Figure 5-b. Results confirm the hypothesis above,
i.e. when the value of M is larger than 10, almost untrusted agents are ruled out from groups,
and they are replaced by trusted agents.
5.3. Discussion
In the light of the experimental results discussed in the previous section, it can be stated
that the execution of the distributed algorithm for group formation called CoTAG – detailed in
Section 4 – leads to a configuration of groups with a high level of (average) mutual trust among
its members. In particular, the analysis of the experimental results has highlighted that, in a
simulated environment, the convergence of the algorithm towards a group configuration with
trusted agents is very fast if the algorithm parameters are properly set. Our analysis allowed
us to clarify some interesting aspects related to the algorithm behavior. Indeed, if a few design
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parameters are properly set (e.g. parameter M ), the algorithm will drive a group formation by
ruling out the unreliable agents from the groups very quickly. Conversely, a different choice
would be suitable to allow a few untrusted agents to continue to join with some groups, so they
can get benefit from the services of the trusted agents within the group.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we described a CoT scenario to support the complex activities required to the
CoT devices by virtualizing their physical environments over the cloud where each device can
be associated with one or more software agents working in its behalf. In this way, it is possible
to exploit the social attitude of software agents to interact and cooperate in an easy way as well
as to form complex agent social structures, as groups. However, a satisfactory interaction tightly
depends from the choice of the counterpart and when there are not sufficient information to carry
out this choice autonomously, suitable recommendations can be asked to those agents considered
mostly trustworthy.
To support the agents activities of their CoT devices, we propose to encourage agents to
form groups of reliable recommenders by promoting a framework presenting both competition
and cooperation traits. To this aim, we designed the distributed algorithm CoTAG just to form
agent groups having a high mutual trust among their members. This algorithm is able to guide the
group formation processes on the basis of i) reliability, local reputation and helpfulness measures
about the agent capability of providing useful recommendations and ii) with a proper voting
procedure. In particular, the adoption of local reputation measures i) avoids to carry out the heavy
computational tasks and communication overhead required from a global reputation mechanism
and ii) increases the system reactivity given that only a little share of the agent community is
involved in this process.
To verify efficiency and effectiveness of this algorithm, we carried out some experimentations, in a simulated agent CoT scenario, which confirmed the potential advantages deriving by
the adoption of our proposal in improving individual and group satisfaction in terms of mutual
trust (i.e., reliability, local reputation and helpfulness).
In our ongoing researches, we aim at studying how the CoT agent framework can be integrated to provide a proper support in the Big Data [86], in particular the extraction of useful
knowledge from Big Data sources.
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